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Consider the sequence {Poj}, j = 0, 1, 2, • • • , where Po¡ is thej'th prime number, Poo = 2, Poi = 3, Po2 = 5, • • • . Now define the absolute differences of the primes by the recursion relation Pa = | P,-i,,+i -Pi-u I • The conjecture (Norman L. Gilbreath, private communication, July 1958 ) is then that P,o = 1 for all i > 0. The validity of the conjecture for the first few primes can be seen from the following table of their absolute differences. There are an uncountable number of sequences {boy) with the property that their absolute differences 6¿o defined as above are unity. In particular the sequences [k + I, k, k, ■ ■ ■ ] and any sequence of the form {¿>oo = 1; boy = 0 or 2, j > 0) have this property. Furthermore it can easily be verified that any sequence, {&o,}, with the required property has its first absolute differences bounded by the se-
Consider again the absolute differences of the primes. Since all primes greater than 2 are odd numbers it follows that all differences P,y, j > 0, are even numbers. Now, if for some i and all j, 0 < j < M, we have PtJ = 0 or 2 and P,o = 1, then all of the differences that derive from them will be bounded by 2, from which it follows that Pt',0 , Pj+1,0 , Pi+2,0 i " ' " i "t+Jf-1,0 = IWe now define the function P(i) to be the largest integer M such that P,3 ^ 2 for all j < M. Thus we can say that Pko = 1 for i ^ k < P(i) + i.
A routine was coded for the SWAC to evaluate this function P(i), using the primes less than 792,722 from a sieve prepared by D. H. Lehmer. The results of Received Oct. 7, 1958 . The preparation of this paper was sponsored by the Office of Naval Research. Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government. this calculation are shown in the following table. From these results it is seen that the conjecture holds for all primes less than 792,722, which amounts to the first 63,419 primes. 
